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GLOCAL 2022 EVENT

New Hampshire Glocal Event
Awakening Chiropractic. Join us in New Hampshire at a 10+ year TLC iconic practice.  Home to 3 full 
time chiropractors and many CAs who all take ownership of the practice community through continual 
training in TLC procedures and engagement in our TLC family.

Friday of seminar will focus on you observing live patient care adjusting hours, hiking on nearby 
beautiful trails then sharing a delicious meal together.  Then prepare to be part of our annual Optimal 
Healers dinner event.  

All this before our Saturday filled with TLC promotional procedures delivered live to us from all 6 
glocal locations.

Georgia Glocal Event
Eaton Chiropractic. Use the park across from the office with a walking trail - raise money during a 
community walk/run organized by Eaton Chiropractic as an opportunity to anchor what we do best at 
which is bringing the community together to live our statement of desire.  There will be patient care 
hours to observe in addition to the home cooked meal prepared by Dr Cris’ sister.  

We are going to do a meet up at 5pm and then run walk at 6pm Friday and then gather from 7-9 for 
food and fellowship
        Loretta and Chris are going to BBQ 

Then on Saturday we will live stream all the TLC Glocal locations in order to give everyone a chance to 
teach and demonstrate how to attract more people to our practices.

Pennsylvania Glocal Event
TLC Chiropractic is the iconic HQ of TLC.  You will witness TLC procedures from the Veterans
Community Appreciation Day to the smaller patient care moments observed with patients in real 
time.  There will be time to observe and more time ask questions and reflect on your observations.  
We are planning on filling two hours of patient care so that you might be immersed in the delivery of 
patient care in pure TLC style.

Enjoy time of fellowship eating and hiking on nearby trails together all on Friday.

Saturday you will be able to participate in the TLC promotional procedures that bear fruit.
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Ohio Glocal Event
Brown Chiropractic is the iconic family practice in a rural setting.  Join us for patient care hours that 
you can engage and witness TLC procedures that help to bear the fruits of a 100+ PVA TLC Gold 
standard practice.

After patient hours on Friday you will enjoy fellowship time as we either Hike or bowling and eat.  Then 
a possible Q & A - What works with 5 or 6 practices

Then we will prepare for the patient testimonial night where we will be immersed in living out TLC 
procedures.

Colorado Glocal Event
Heart & Hand Chiropractic is an iconic TLC practice where you will be part of two hours of patient 
care, then off to hike/bike on nearby trails.  And then a picnic lunch share a great time of fellowships 
and take aways from the live patient care experience.

Then Friday night we will gather to experience the Dinner Vitality event.  This will be the perfect 
chance to witness a veteran TLC practice do what they do and what works and it does not get better 
than being at one of Dr Ryan’s dinner vitality events.

Utah Glocal Event
Chiro4kids and Families are all about babies, kids and families getting adjusted together.  Join us for 
2 hours of patient care  with two doctors engaging in excellent patient care.  Then we will go on a hike 
with a picnic lunch.  This time of fellowship is how we always grow.
Friday PM will be a kids centered specialty workshop.  

Community Event - 
      Kids Safety - doing something for a fundraiser, that could include adjusting patients, and might
      make the patient care portion longer, 2-6ish.  (our normal afternoon hours).

     OR
      Operation Railroad – We are looking into having their CEO or PR rep come and speak to our
      community and have us be a part of that.  Operation Underground Railroad is fairly well known in
      our area (it was started by a guy from Salt Lake City). This would be done at night 7-9ish at a local
      auditorium.  We would sponsor the event and be of assistance as needed.

Fun/fellowship activity
      Hike and lunch on the trail then
      Patient Care


